Public News on TV

podcasts  The Daily, Hidden Brain, Serial, Invisibilia

Pandora

On the tunein app- KZYX, WUWM, BBC, KQED  And
websites
Dispatch; MSNBC; Heather Cox Richardson; Twitter;
NPR

No other radio. TV new shows
weekly, various blogs
times, Mendocino voice, Ukiah daily journal, willits
newspapers online - Guardian, BBC, new york

MSNBC cable television  commondreams.org  KQED
that run on the radio,  just more convenient timing
mostly listen to podcasts, many of the same ones

KOZT - The Coast
KTDE Gualala
KQED, online news -NYTimes, Facebook county
KQED tv and radio, MSNBC
KQED (via streaming)
kqed

news subscriptions and print media
KOZT, podcasts such as Pod Save America, online
KOZT

resources weekly, New York Times and multiple online news KOZT, PressDemocrat, Mendocino Voice, Willits New York Times online, Press Democrat online, SF 88.5 fm KQED (when we can't get KZYX 1300 am Jefferson Public Radio  90.3 fm KMUD You Tubes. knowledgeable blogs and You Tubes; entertaining newspapers and TV sources;  scientific research, Internet--local, regional and national news via Jefferson Public Radio. In the car, 88.1. I also listen to KOZT news; KMUD; PBS KOZT FM 95.9 everywhere in my house and yard-- so what time speakers-- I'm a broadcasting fan-- radios need to find something, I only have small computer need more classical shows on KZYZ)  KMEC KDFC (24/7 classical, good signal, maybe we don't KUNK ; Podcasts KMUD KQED sources on internet 1300 am public radio  and  Multiple news KMUD  KPFN  Radio Garden another great source of jazz) WKCR FM (Columbia University's station, live), WBGO FM (jazz station in Newark, NJ), FM (NPR in Philadelphia, where my parents WABE FM (NPR in Atlanta, where I live), WHYY Time, Mendo Voice Advocate News, Ukiah Daily Journal, Anderson (Internet), Press Democrat, Fort Bragg KPFA KQED SF programming primarily; also selected websites Mainly TV, including CBS, MSNBC and PBS TV, online NPR and KQED, FB in Manchester where we live TV news...pbs    tv comes in much better than radio TV

We listen to many stations live streaming.  We TuneIn (would love for you to publish it as a Coast 95.3 Thunder Country 101.5. Rarely KMUD 90.3  or The Coast 95.3

Rural Extra news packages

Travel to local stores on TAMELO.  find it more deep round and good. KOZT Radio Station is famous music without much talking. Like music per shows with side show of different music on each show. Downtown Gallegos, Tall Shoes, Tall Shoes, Tall Shoes all range cancer. Sometimes their music is good.  But it takes time to find

Leadership and management

We use to local stores on TAMELO.  find it more deep round and good. KOZT Radio Station is famous music without much talking. Like music per shows with side show of different music on each show. Downtown Gallegos, Tall Shoes, Tall Shoes, Tall Shoes all range cancer. Sometimes their music is good.  But it takes time to find
Other Radio (out of area)
KOZT
KQED Radio
Print Media
KMU
D
KDFC
TV
KPFA
Internet News
Jefferson Public Radio
KGO Radio
NPR stream
Podcasts
BBC stream
KCBS
PBS
Mendo Voice
KPFZ
KWN
E
KALW
Tunein
CNN
KMEC
KUKI
Sirius
KCRW
KCSM
Pandora
KVUH
KGUA
WFM
T
KZFR
Dem Now stream
Google News
Spotify
Radio Bilingue
KHU
M
KTDE
KLLG
KSRO
KZST
KUNK
KRSH
KPFN
KX
B
X
Mendo HS Sta.
KPIG
KQAQ
WAMU
WEVL
WHYY
WNYC
WOJB
WUN
C
WWO
Z
KVMR
KDVS
KPHT
STYLZ
VICE news
You-tube
None

KMUD, NYTimes, Mendocino Voice
X

KOZT FM, JPR 101.9
X

Printed word on paper
X

Some on-line - but not much.
X

None. Just me, the landline phone, and KZYX.
X

KCRW, WMFT, NPR, iJPR.org, too many podcasts to list
X

Radio Bilingue 88.5FM  KMUD 91.1  Mendocino Voice  Lost coast Outpost  New York Times

Washington Post  SFGate

KMUD, XM

News magazines, The Week and Time  AP news on line, Huff Post on line, CNN on line etc.

KUKI, KWINE, Q106

Broadcast: KMUD,  Radio Bilingue translator out of Laytonville, KOZT  Web: Hawaii Public Radio, KQED, KPLU/KNKX, NYTimes

Facebook, Twitter, KMEC & K-wine

KOZT FM95.3/95.9, KGO AM810, KFI AM640, KUSC FM91.5, KJAZZ FM88.1, and an extensive list of podcasts

KMUD, KPFA, SFSD

92.7, for the music. (KMFB?)

Giants baseball; stream KDFC

KMUD

YouTube-science, history, politics, comedy, lake co com radio, major news networks, Netflix, books, npr, Tedtalk type stuff